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 See or read the attached file: NOTICE_ICB.txt. Features: - Multiplayer: Performance improvements. - AI: AI has been rewritten. - AI: Better AI pathing. - AI: Added new behavior for attacking using Phoenix Strike. - AI: Fixed a problem with attacking very close to an edge of the map. - AI: Fixed an issue where AI does not take into account that the player is in the damage radius. - AI: Fixed
problem with AI loosing focus while attacking. - AI: Fixed AI bug when it does not attack if there is no visible enemy. - AI: Fixed AI switching between the attack type if the target is moving. - AI: Fixed AI not moving to a more efficient path. - AI: Fixed an issue with AI's behavior on bridges and buildings. - AI: Fixed an issue with AI when there are multiple possible targets. - AI: Fixed AI behavior

if there are multiple available targets on the same area. - AI: Fixed AI not switching to a different target when attacking a group of units. - AI: Fixed AI not re-orienting to the best direction. - AI: Fixed some small AI problems. - AI: Fixed AI not attacking the same target if the target is not visible. - AI: Fixed the AI not attacking the same target if the target is very far away. - AI: Fixed AI using the
target if the target is not visible. - AI: Fixed AI orientation when attacking. - AI: Fixed AI orientation when attacked. - AI: Fixed AI orientation when not attacked. - AI: Fixed AI behavior when attacked by an unknown target. - AI: Fixed AI behavior when attacked by a friendly target. - AI: Fixed 82157476af
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